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NEWS/GH 
26th March 2021 
                             
Hi Parents.....   For your awareness:- 
             RAYWELL TRIPS:- Y3...Y4...Y5..Y6 
 As our original Raywell bookings become cancelled due to Covid restrictions , I still continue to keep 
arranging new dates for our kids to hopefully still have their ‘Raywell Experience’. 
 Much depends on Government Guidelines. 
 Much also depends on how many families show an interest. 
 For Y3,Y4 and Y5 we have an opportunity to take individual classes ( rather than whole Year Groups all at 
once) during week’s beginning 12th April and 19th April. 
 Initially this would be one day per class, with a second day during the Summer Term .( These dates to be 
confirmed later) 
Y6 dates will be during May- July ( further details to follow)   Again, at present ,these will be day trips for Y6 
pupils, not residential. 
If your child is in Y3 or Y4 or Y5 and you would like him/ her to be considered for their trip then  I will be 
sending out a consent form on Monday (29th) which will need to be completed and returned before we 
close for the Easter holiday next Thursday....together with the costs to cover both days.  The costs will be 
£25 Remember, one trip ( w/b 12th April) is immediately after the Easter holidays.( hence the need for this ‘ 
awareness ‘email to parents)..the second day will be later during the Summer Term - the Summer dates to 
be confirmed. 
 Y6 Parents will receive their consent form after Easter. 
      ——0000—- 
As you know, the situation is changing all the time. - Also, I repeat, much also depends on the number of 
children wishing to be considered for these trips as we have to cover the costs of Raywell + transport. 
 Please keep in mind that these trips remain only provisional.  I will be working on the organisation and 
keeping an eye on ‘Covid safety guidelines’ throughout the Easter hols and will notify parent by email asap 
with an update before our return to school. 
 Thank you for your understanding and support. 
 Take care. X 
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